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EPICA UNVEILS PROVOCATIVE AD CAMPAIGN 
 

Objectivity highlighted in print and digital work from Altmann+Pacreau 
 
Paris, June 28 - For immediate release 
The Epica Awards has launched a cheeky new advertising campaign created by Paris-based agency 
Altmann+Pacreau.  
 
The press and banner campaign stresses the fact that Epica is judged by journalists and is therefore 
the most objective competition in the awards landscape. The campaign shows famous creatives on 
juries receiving cheerful texts from “friends” in the industry, which are actually thinly disguised 
begging requests for votes.  
 
Agency co-founder Olivier Altmann said: “There are so many awards competitions these days that 
we had to find the right message to stand out. Luckily Epica, as far as I know, is the only award 
judged by journalists. Not creatives. Something which could appear as a lack of credibility was in fact 
for us a competitive advantage – because the jury can be totally objective. No-one in the room is 
involved in the work or needs to promote their own agency. When you serve on a jury you receive 
lots of ‘friendly’ messages, trying to find out what’s going on and putting a gentle pressure on your 
judgement. So we built on this insight to promote Epica, one of the few worldwide awards that most 
agencies support specifically because of its singularity.” 
 
Although it has a unique model, Epica counts in the big annual rankings of the most-awarded 
campaigns. It is celebrating its 30th anniversary this year, with a creative conference and ceremony 
in Amsterdam on November 17. The campaign will run from September across Epica’s jury network 
of magazines and websites. 
 
Altmann+Pacreau is a growing Paris agency founded two years ago by Olivier Altmann, the former 
worldwide chief creative officer of the Publicis network, and Edouard Pacreau, former vice-president 
of respected French creative agency Leg. The pair had worked together on the Renault account at 
Publicis. They describe Altmann+Pacreau as “an agency of ideas”. 
 
Epica now has a jury of journalists from 61 magazines in 47 countries. New to the jury this year are 
Adformatie (Netherlands), Horizont (Germany), The Arabian Marketer (UAE), M+AD (New Zealand), 
MarkLives.com (South Africa), Sostav UA (Ukraine), Marketing & Media (or MAM) (Czech Republic) 
and MarkMedia.ro (Romania). 
 
For more information contact: 
 
Lucia Ongay, Global Press Manager, Epica 
Lucia@epica-awards.com 
 
Mark Tungate, Editorial Director, Epica 
Mark@epica-awards.com 
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